
KID TIPS
    WATER     

       SAFETY 101  
Summertime usually marks the start 

of prime pool season, even amidst the 
Covid-19 pandemic.  Pools are meant 

to be enjoyed and t help stay cool in the 
hot sun, so let’s keep the pool a fun and 
safe place by taking some simple steps!
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Know the Precautions:
★  Always have a responsible, involved adult present when children or in or near the pool.   
 This is important for all age groups!

★  If you own a pool or spa, install layers of protection, including a 4-sided fence with a  
 self-closing, self-latching gate.  The latch should be high enough so that a young child  
 cannot reach it.

★  Your child should know how to swim and have swimming lessons prior to getting in the  
 pool without an adult physically accompanying in the pool

★  Never allow diving into shallow areas of a pool.  Serious spinal cord injuries, permanent  
 brain damage, and death can occur if this rule is not followed

★  Know CPR.  Your knowledge and skills could save someone’s life!

★  Pool covers can be a barrier and help maintain safety, but pool covers should be
  stretched across the pool completely and anchored into the pool deck in order for   
 them to be effective

★  Purchase a pool alarm that floats in the pool and will sound if someone jumps or slips  
 into the pool

★  Inspect pool drains and drain covers.  These devices have been known to create
  underwater suction with a force strong enough to trap even experienced swimmers   
 below the water surface

★  Keep pool chemicals out of reach of children.  Locking them up is most preferable

Know the Facts:
DROWNING IS THE #1 CAUSE OF 

UNINTENTIONAL DEATH FOR 
CHILDREN AGES 1-4 YEARS.

Residential locations, such as a child’s home, 
a family or friend’s house, or a neighbor’s 

residence made up for 71% of the reported 
fatal drowning incidents. 

www.PoolSafely.gov
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